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Virial Theorem
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Virial Theorem
• For a collection of N point particles, the total moment of inertia 

is given by

• The time derivative of the moment of inertia is called the virial:

Now take the time derivative of the viral

The first term can be expressed in terms of the total kinetic 
energy of the system
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Figure 1: The N-body system.

mechanics classes?)
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The time derivative of the moment of inertia is called the virial,

Q =
1

2

dI

dt
=
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i=1

!pi · !ri.

To deduce the virial theorem we need to take the time derivative of the virial

dQ
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N
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!pi · !vi,

where Newton’s second law gives

d!pi/dt = !Fi
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<latexit sha1_base64="3G3G9S3i7s2i7WPctwR5z7FBbb4=">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</latexit>

Here, momentum vector:

pi = mivi

✓
= mi

dri
dt

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="AdjcPm2/CnxU4yMDJ0TTcKqD7Hk=">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</latexit>

Newton’s second law:

Fi =
dpi

dt
(the sum of all forces acting on particle i)

<latexit sha1_base64="TSAg/rGbGVu+P8loh93laVneBMA=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="7sBStYQ6xvTO3nLPntpGdtIWxVI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Umat6SqD8mqKkD+BHxBoTP0XVgM=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="M5iO7pM9Fa2tB4EfiYbDBMIwOxU=">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</latexit>
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Virial: from Latin “vis,” meaning “force” or “energy.”



• The total force on particle    is the sum of all the forces from the other particles  in the system:

Then,

The last term can be rewritten as follows:

Hence,

i j

Here,  is the force acting on particle  from particle fj→i i jFi =
X

j 6=i

fj!i

<latexit sha1_base64="XzFUiykejKBLOVXw0Zc35KkkQCE=">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</latexit>

NX
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NX

i=1

X
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fj!i · ri

=
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i=1

X

j<i

fj!i · ri +
NX
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X
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fj!i · ri

<latexit sha1_base64="517jODRBfYmq0IS2BPGo47jlfwo=">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</latexit>

interchange the ordering of the sums.

interchange the name of the indices    and  .i j

Newton’s third law: fi→j = − fj→i

NX

i=1

X

j>i

fj!i · ri =
NX

j=1

X

i<j

fj!i · ri

=
NX

i=1

X

j<i

fi!j · rj

= �
NX

i=1

X

j<i

fj!i · rj

<latexit sha1_base64="yXD7J5qADxr6nUIonpqUe+IgaMk=">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</latexit>

NX

i=1

Fi · ri =
NX

i=1

X

j<i

fj!i · (ri � rj)

<latexit sha1_base64="e4p2nTyEFmsdqm7jneaCY2W70Ow=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="SJBed/OBQ4RtR8JH1knyIdIsqks=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6redbXWrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AzjWM6A==</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="NiiLCJSZGQ9fHBntuCLNr4QKrMA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU9Vjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpN12swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28Hkfu63n1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUGPdLZbfiLkDWiZeTMuSo90tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgbNiL9WYUDahQ+xaKmmE2s8Wh87IpVUGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImpFe9ebif143NeGdn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkwFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppXVe8m0q1US3XqnkcBTiHC7gCD26hBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBz7mM6Q==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="SJBed/OBQ4RtR8JH1knyIdIsqks=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6redbXWrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AzjWM6A==</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="NiiLCJSZGQ9fHBntuCLNr4QKrMA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU9Vjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpN12swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28Hkfu63n1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUGPdLZbfiLkDWiZeTMuSo90tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgbNiL9WYUDahQ+xaKmmE2s8Wh87IpVUGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImpFe9ebif143NeGdn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkwFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppXVe8m0q1US3XqnkcBTiHC7gCD26hBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBz7mM6Q==</latexit>

j



• Now, consider the gravitational force:

Note that the gravitational potential energy between particle    and    is given by  .

The total potential energy of the system is the sum of the potential energy between all possible pairs of particles 
(note that one pair of particle should be counted only once, this is why there is a     in the second sum).

• We finally obtain the following. Now we take the mean value of the derivative of the virial over a long period of 
time:

• If the system is bounded and the particles have finite momentum, the average value will go to zero and we 
obtain the virial theorem:

Ergodic hypothesis: Averaging system variables over a long time period is equal to averaging them over the ensemble.

i j Uij = −
Gmimj

rij

j < i

NX

i=1

Fi · ri = �
NX

i=1

X

j<i

Gmimj

rij

<latexit sha1_base64="oQ7GlCvVa89ELIr1V1sy0/2zRJQ=">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</latexit>

=>  total potential energy of the system

dQ

dt
= 2K + U

<latexit sha1_base64="0aXnUQ7PEHGJTog3mZ1YiTybZAo=">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</latexit>

⌧
dQ

dt

�
= 2 hKi+ hUi

<latexit sha1_base64="SCEhwX+4jI08jLA4GM7+7HaoWcc=">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</latexit>

⌧
dQ

dt

�
= lim

T!1

Q(T )�Q(0)

T
= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="9LR2kEc2UaysXGJ/9hwsDUyF3Kc=">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</latexit>

2 hKi+ hUi = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="GjHJz7vr3ZvdyZmxW+AeR88Twzw=">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</latexit>

If a bound system has a huge number of particles, it is equivalent to seeing 
the system over a long period of time.lim

T!1

1

T

Z T

0
dt ! lim

N!

1

N

NX

i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="QHnfomkcSxLasT89IeM5tDm1dmc=">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</latexit>

fj!i =
Gmimj

r3ij
(rj � ri)

where rij = |rj � ri|

<latexit sha1_base64="le6s7dgU7+qQao4iK6becm9444c=">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</latexit>

NX

i=1

Fi · ri =
NX

i=1

X

j<i

Uij = U

<latexit sha1_base64="zmeloQ9u68QfQUWB2OqJUeErkGM=">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</latexit>

5

 denotes both the ensemble average
     and time average.
⟨⟩



• A fundamental property is that GMCs are gravitationally bound and in viral 
equilibrium.
- Their masses can then be estimated using line widths as a measure of the cloud 

velocities, following the arguments of Solomon et al.
- The virial theorem provides a general equation that relates the average over time of 

the total kinetic energy of a stable, self-gravitating system of discrete particles, with 
the total potential energy of the system.

- For a uniform density sphere with a mass M and radius R, the gravitational potential 
energy is

Virial Mass Estimate

U = �3

5

GM2

R

<latexit sha1_base64="h/6GjeDbWa8ZMwvm6qvr9nX0yFE=">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</latexit>

Mass within a radius  rr

<latexit sha1_base64="OgsIvvFxY66ytkHAIvZPVTxkCwM=">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</latexit>

dr

<latexit sha1_base64="thqp2aXrfpPS/BXnVm7wlTa5Mh0=">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</latexit>

Mass within a shell (r, r + dr)

⇢ =
M

(4⇡/3)R3

<latexit sha1_base64="dcSLdsgKTG91AbUlv9S+7TAJpFM=">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</latexit>

constant density

dMr = ⇢(4⇡r2dr)

<latexit sha1_base64="NiH37E+sHkoAGqtvi+S5rGjBxEs=">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</latexit>

U = �
Z R

0

GMrdMr

r

= �
Z R

0

G

r

✓
4⇡

3
r3⇢

◆
4⇡r2⇢dr

= � (4⇡)2

3⇥ 5
G⇢2R5 = �3

5

GM2

R

<latexit sha1_base64="ScG/w+pDppIo5cA5xQiLTCbOBjU=">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</latexit>

Mr =

Z r

0
⇢(4⇡r02dr0) =

4⇡

3
r3⇢
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- If the cloud is in equilibrium, with self-gravity being balanced by turbulent pressure, 
the virial theorem states that the turbulent velocity, in one dimension, to be

- Therefore, we obtain the total mass of the self-gravitating cloud in terms of the line 
width (broadening parameter):

hKi =
X
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Here, .b = 2σvvirial mass:
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Star-Gas-Star Cycle
- Stars (and their planetary systems) are formed out of the ISM material through 

gravitational contraction, making for a kind of star-gas-star cycle.

9

152 21 The Interstellar Medium
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Figure 21.1 Top: “Pillars of creation” in the Eagle Nebula, a cold molecular cloud undergoing
active star formation and illuminated by recently formed massive stars. Credit: NASA, ESA,
and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA). Bottom: Illustration of formation of solar-type
and massive stars from interstellar cloud, showing the evolution toward end-stage remnants.
Credit: NASA and the Night Sky Network.

density – are all somewhat rough, and can even vary significantly through the Galaxy.
Nonetheless, when averaged over the entire Galaxy, the characteristic ISM number
density n ! 1 cm"3 is indeed comparable to this local estimate. However, within this
broad average, there are wide variations, reflecting a highly complex, heterogeneous,
and dynamic ISM, as discussed next.

21.2 Cold–Warm–Hot Phases of Nearly Isobaric ISM

A key factor in the wide variation in density of the ISM is the wide variation in its
temperature. Roughly speaking, gas in the ISM can be characterized in three

Illustration of formation of solar-type and massive stars from interstellar cloud [S. Owocki]



Star-Gas Cycle
• Assume that, on average, a typical atom spends roughly equal 

fractions of time in the star versus the ISM phase of this cycle,
- then the average density of gas in the ISM should be roughly equal to the mass of the 

stars spread out over the volume between them.
- In the region of the Galaxy near the Sun (solar neighborhood), a typical separation 

between stars is

- the mean number density of stars

- If we take the average mass of each star to be roughly that of the Sun, we obtain a 
mean mass density

- With a composition dominated by hydrogen, the associated ISM hydrogen-atom 
number density is

- The characteristic ISM number     is comparable to this ‘’very rough’’ 
estimate.

n ≈ 1 cm−3
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⇢ ⇡ M�n⇤ ⇡ 7⇥ 10�24 g/cm3
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n ⇡ ⇢/mp ⇡ 4 cm�3
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Jeans Criterion for Gravitational Contraction
• Stars generally form in clusters from the gravitational contraction of a 

dense, cold GMC.
- The requirements for such gravitational contraction depend on the relative magnitudes 

of the total internal thermal (kinetic) energy  versus the gravitational binding energy 
.

- For a cloud of mass , uniform temperature , and mean mass per particle , the total 
number of particles  have an associated total thermal energy,

- For a spherical cloud with radius  and uniform density, the associated gravitational 
binding energy is

- Recall that    is the condition for stably bound systems in virial equilibrium.

-  Therefore, for a cloud with , the excess internal pressure would do work to 
expand the cloud against gravity, leading to it to be unbound.

- Conversely, for , the too-low pressure would allow the cloud to 
gravitationally contract, leading to a more strongly bound cloud.

K
U

M T μ
N = M/μ

R

K = − U/2
K > − U/2

K < − U/2
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• The critical requirement, known as the Jeans criterion, for gravitational 
contraction can be obtained from the above argument.

- Jeans radius (in terms of the number density of atom )

- Jeans mass

- For typical ISM conditions, both the Jeans radius and mass are quite large, implying it can 
be actually quite difficult to initiate gravitational contraction.

- A general conclusion of such a large Jeans mass is that stars tend typically to be formed 
in large clusters, resulting from an initial contraction of a GMC, with mass of order 104 
solar mass or more.

- Jeans fragmentation: The Jeans length and mass both scale inversely with the square root 
of the density. This suggests that a collapsing cloud may break into multiple smaller 
pieces as it becomes denser.

n = ρ/μ
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Free-fall time (Dynamical time scale)
• Free-fall timescale

- In the absence of any support, the collapse can be described as a free-fall with acceleration 
determined by the gravitational force,

- boundary condition: 

- free-fall time (the times for the test particle to move from the outer radius to the center)

- Note that we assumed no force against the gravity. But, there will be a significant source of 
internal pressure against the gravity while the material collapse.
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• Star Formation Efficiency
- In our Galaxy, the total mass in GMCs with density   is  . 

Since this mass should collapse to stars over a free-fall time, it suggests an overall 
galactic star-formation rate is given by

- But the observationally inferred star-formation rate is much smaller, only  , 
implying an star-formation efficiency of only

- The reasons for this are not entirely clear, but may stem in part from inhibition of 
gravitational collapse by interstellar magnetic fields, and/or by interstellar 
turbulence.

- Another likely factor is the feedback from hot, massive stars, which heat up and 
ionize the cloud out of which they form, thus preventing the further gravitational 
contraction of the cloud into more stars.

- Modeling this feedback loop is a major challenge and a topic of current research.

n ≳ 100 cm−3 MGMC ≈ 109M⊙

∼ 1 M⊙ yr−1
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ṀSFR =
MGMC

t↵
⇡ 280M� yr�1
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✏↵ . 0.01

star formation efficiency =
 the mass fraction of a cloud that ultimately turns into stars in a unit time interval
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Fragmentation into Cold Cores
• Fragmentation

- In those portions of a GMC that do undergo gravitational collapse, the contraction 
soon leads to higher densities, and thus to smaller Jeans mass and Jeans radius, 
along with a shorter free-fall time.

- This tends to cause the overall cloud, with total mass, to fragment into much smaller, 
stellar-mass cloud “cores” that will form into individual stars.

15

104 4 Molecular Clouds and Cores

a

c

b

d

Fig. 4.14 A schematic illustration of the main processes that lead from molecular clouds to stellar
entities. In (a) parts of the cloud fractionalize into cores, which then begin to collapse (b) into
protostars (c). The latter evolve (d) towards the main sequence. Note that the illustration is idealistic
as not all the cloud material winds up in newly formed stars

4.2.2 Pressure Balance in Molecular Clouds

The condition for a cloud (which is same for clumps and cores) to be gravitationally
bound is inferred by the virial theorem (see Sect. A.7). An exhaustive treatment of
basic cloud and subcloud theory can be found in [239,282,283]. The energy equation
can be written as:

1

2
RI D 2T C M C W : (4.4)

Here I is a function describing the cloud’s inertia which reflects changes in the
cloud’s shape. This term becomes important in the case of turbulence. T is the net
kinetic energy of the cloud reduced by the energy exerted by the pressure from
the ambient gas, M is the net magnetic energy with respect to the ambient field
(see Sect. 4.2.3), and W the gravitational binding energy of the cloud under the
condition that the field is dominated by self-gravity only. All these terms are net

clouds cores

protostars main sequence
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MJ / ⇢�1/2, RJ / ⇢�1/2, and t↵ / ⇢�1/2

- The fragmentation process is a hierarchical 
process in which parent clouds break up into 
subclouds, which may themselves break into 
smaller structures.
✦ 10 kpc  - spiral arms of the Galaxy
✦ 1 kpc    - H I super clouds
✦ 100 pc  - giant molecular clouds
✦ 10 pc    - molecular clouds
✦ 0.1 pc   - molecular cloud cores
✦ 100 AU - protostars

- Stars are the final step of fragmentation.

because



Initial Mass Function
• Initial Mass Function

- A key, still-unsolved issue in star formation regards the physical processes and 
conditions that determine the mass distribution of these proto-stellar cores, leading 
then to what is known as the stellar initial mass function (IMF).

- IMF = the number of stars per a unit mass range as a function of mass.
- Studies of the evolution of stellar clusters suggest that this can be roughly 

characterized by a power-law form:

- Here, K is a normalization factor that depends on the total number of stars. The large 
power-law index reflects the fact that higher-mass stars are much rarer than 
lower-mass stars.
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dN

dm
= Km�↵ (↵ ⇡ 2.35 for m > 1M�; Salpeter IMF)
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- More modern models generally flatten the distribution at lower-mass, as illustrated in 
the following figure. This allows them to be normalized to a finite number when 
integrated over all masses.

- With a given form of the IMF for a collapsing GMC, one can model the evolution of the 
resulting stellar cluster, based on how each star with a given mass evolves through its 
various evolutionary phases, e.g., main sequence, red giant, etc.

22.4 Fragmentation into Cold Cores and the Initial Mass Function 165

104!106M", to fragment into much smaller, stellar-mass cloud “cores” that will form
into individual stars.

A key, still-unsolved issue in star formation regards the physical processes and
conditions that determine the mass distribution of these proto-stellar cores, leading
then to what is known as the stellar initial mass function (IMF).

This IMF can be written as dN/dm, wherein m = M/M" is the stellar mass
in solar units, and dN(m) = (dN/dm)dm represents the fractional number of stars
within a mass range m to m + dm. Studies of the evolution of stellar clusters suggest
that this can be roughly characterized by a power-law form,

dN

dm
= Km!!, (22.9)

where K is a normalization factor that depends on the total number of stars, and the
power index ! has distinct values for high-mass versus low-mass stars. For m > 1,
the most commonly inferred value is ! # 2.35, known as the “Salpeter” IMF (solid
red line in Figure 22.1), after the scientist who first quantified the concept of an IMF.
The large power-index reflects the fact that higher-mass stars are much rarer than
lower-mass stars.

More modern models generally flatten the distribution at lower mass, as illustrated
in Figure 22.1. This allows them to be normalized to a finite number (set to unity in
Figure 22.1) when integrated over all masses.
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Figure 22.1 Comparison of IMFs from various authors, plotted on a log–log scale in terms of
the mass fraction per logarithm interval of mass, which is proportional to mdN/dm. Except
for the Salpeter pure-power-law form, the curves are normalized such that the integral over
mass is unity. From review by Offner et al., in Protostars and Planets VI, University of
Arizona Press (2014), eds. H. Beuther, R. S. Klessen, C. P. Dullemond, Th. Henning.

Comparison of IMFs from various 
authors.

Except for the Salpeter pure-power-law 
form, the curves are normalized such 
that the integral over mass is unity.

[Offner et al. 2014]
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• Resistance by thermal pressure
- The free-fall time is a useful guide to the scales involved in the collapse of a dense 

molecular core to form a star.
- But, in practice, gravity is resisted by other forces. This can slow down collapse or 

allow stable cores to exist.

• Bonnor-Ebert sphere = a spherical core in balance between self-
gravity and thermal pressure
- The balance can be described by the fluid equations for an isothermal cloud (  = 

constant), composed of molecular hydrogen, in spherical coordinates:
T

The Bonnor-Ebert Sphere
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Poisson’s equation

hydrostatic equilibrium

equation of state

 = sound speedcs

Here,  = gravitational potential
 = pressure
 = number density
 = mass density

ϕ
P
n
ρ
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• singular isothermal sphere (SIS): a simple power law solution
- The equations have a simple power law solution.

- This implies  and the solution is given by

- This is called the singular isothermal sphere. It matched many of the early 
observations of dense molecular cores.

- However, it is physically unrealistic in that the density and mass increase without limit 
on small and large scales, respectively.

- Indeed, as technology allowed higher resolution observations at mm wavelengths, it 
became apparent that core densities reached a plateau toward the center.

α = − 2
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Assume:
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• general solution (for the case of a finite central density)
- For a finite central density  at , we must numerically integrate the equations. 

These can be simplified by combining the 2nd (hydrodynamic equilibrium) and 3rd 
(equation of state) equations to

- Then, the Poisson equation (1st eq) becomes the dimensionless equation:

- This is the Emden-Chandrasekhar equation and it can be numerically solved by numerically 
integrating outwards.
By the spherical symmetry, the boundary conditions are  at  
(  at ).

ρcen r = 0

ϕ = dϕ/dr = 0 r = 0
y = y′ = 0 x = 0
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ρ = ρcen and ϕ = 0 at r = 0
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- There is no singularity at the center but they still have arbitrarily large masses at large 
scales since they have the same behavior as the SIS,   more or less independent of the 
central density.

- The density does not go to zero, but the core will merge into the ambient ISM. The outer 
radius will be set by the ambient density. This sets a finite boundary at ~ 0.2 pc in the above 
figure and therefore a finite mass.

- For the SIS, the outer boundary and the mass contained within this radius are

ρ ∝ 1/r2
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Fig. 9.1. Density pro!les for
Bonnor–Ebert spheres with
different central H2 densities,
!cen/mH2 , at a temperature
of 10 K. The black dashed
line shows the limiting case
of the singular isothermal
sphere. The horizontal
dashed line shows a
representative ambient
density that determines the
labeled stable and unstable
regimes discussed in the
text.

the horizontal dashed line in Figure 9.1. This sets a finite boundary at
!0.2 pc for the core radius and therefore a finite mass.

For a given mass, the equilibrium core radius depends on the
central density. Cores with high central concentrations have slightly
smaller radii than those with lower central densities. The most centrally
concentrated case is the SIS which matches the density of the ambient
medium at a radius

RSIS = c

(2"G!amb)1/2 . (9.9)

The mass contained within this region is

MSIS =
! RSIS

0
4"r2!dr =

"
2

"G3!amb

#1/2

c3, (9.10)

where !amb = nambmH2 .
For the more general case, the mass is related to the dimensionless

variables,

MBE =
"

c3

4"G3!amb

#1/2 $"
!cen

!amb

#"1/2 ! xamb

0
x2 e"y dx

%

, (9.11)

where the upper limit on the integral is set by the ambient density
constraint, y(xamb) = c2 ln(!cen/!amb). The term in square brackets
depends only on the core density contrast, !cen/!amb, and can be
evaluated numerically. The mass is plotted as a function of the density
contrast in Figure 9.2 (for the same values of temperature and ambient
density in the previous Figure 9.1). As the central density increases,
the mass initially also increases but eventually the core shrinks, the
volume decreases, and the enclosed mass drops. It asymptotes to MSIS at
very high density contrast. The maximum value, known as the Bonnor–
Ebert mass, is 50% larger than MSIS and occurs at !cen/!amb = 14.

ambient pressure ,
temperature 
ambient density 

Pamb ≃ 10−13 Pa
T = 10 K

namb = Pamb/kBT = 800 cm−3

boundary at ~ 0.2 pc

and

The figure shows density profiles 
for different central densities.



- In general, the total enclosed mass is given by the dimensionless variables,
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Here,   is determined by the ambient density constraint,xamb

- The mass is plotted as a function of 
central density in the right side figure. As 
the central density increase, the mass 
initially increases but eventually the 
core shrinks, the volume decreases, 
and the enclosed mass drops.

- The maximum value of the enclosed 
mass is known as the Bonnor-Ebert 
mass, which is given by

Total enclosed mass vs. the ambient density
9.2 The Bonnor–Ebert Sphere 139

Fig. 9.2. The mass of the
Bonnor–Ebert density
pro!les in Figure 9.1 for
different values of the ratio
between the central and
ambient density, !cen/!amb.
The dashed lines show the
pressure ratio of 14 at the
maximum mass, MBE, and
the mass of a singular
isothermal sphere, MSIS.

The density profiles and masses shown in these two plots are
mathematical solutions to the equilibrium set up in Equations 9.5 but we
need to consider the physics to determine their stability. If we imagine a
core growing from the ambient medium, it will start from zero mass at
!cen/!amb = 1. As its mass increases, the core will settle into ever more
concentrated profiles until its central density reaches the maximum at
!cen/!amb = 14. Beyond this point, it cannot gain additional mass and
remain in equilibrium because it will then be so dense that self-gravity
overcomes thermal pressure support and the core collapses. Thus the
left hand side of Figure 9.2 is stable and the right side unstable. The
corresponding profiles are shown by the solid and dashed gray lines in
Figure 9.1.

Alternatively, we can imagine a core with the maximum stable
mass in an ambient medium that changes. If external forces change the
pressure and therefore the ambient density, then the core will become
unstable and collapse. This is the essence behind the idea of triggered
star formation, by which the impulsive force of an expanding HII
region or supernova remnant can induce the collapse of marginally
stable cores in neighboring molecular clouds.

Observations of isolated, dark clouds known as Bok globules pro-
vide an excellent test of these calculations. These clouds are dense
enough to block light in the optical but become transparent in the
near-infrared, an example being Barnard 68 in Figure 4.1. The visual
extinction, which is proportional to the total column density, can be
derived from star counts and reddening measurements as described in
Chapter 4. The radially averaged profile in Figure 9.3 shows a flat center
and steep fall off that is very well matched by a Bonnor–Ebert profile
integrated along the line of sight. The inferred central density contrast is



• Jeans mass vs. Bonnor-Ebert mass

- They have the same dependence on density and temperature, except for a numerical 
factor.
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Fig. 9.3. The visual
extinction, AV, in
magnitudes versus radial
separation for the Barnard
68 dark cloud. The dots
show the observed AV

derived from star counts
in the optical and
near-infrared. The solid gray
line shows the integral of a
Bonnor–Ebert density pro!le
for different lines of sight
across the spherical core.

close to the critical value of 14 and shows that the core is on the brink of
instability. If it were to gain additional mass or be externally perturbed,
it would undergo collapse.

Note that the Bonnor–Ebert mass scales with the temperature and
density as T 3/2!!1/2 in the same way as the Jeans mass and has a
similar magnitude. The derivation here is a more formal calculation with
well-defined boundary conditions that avoid the “swindle” alluded to in
Chapter 8. Whereas these considerations apply for isothermal pressure
support against gravity, they can be generalized to adiabatic equations
of state. Turbulent pressure can also be an important source of support.
To the extent that it can be modeled as an isotropic force with P = !" 2

where " is the one-dimensional turbulent velocity dispersion, a limiting
mass can be inferred with " replacing c above.

9.3 Observations of Core Collapse
The gravitational collapse of a cloud core, though fast by astronomical
standards, is far too slow to produce a detectable signature through a
change in radius or density profile. Nevertheless, we can observe the
associated motions through Doppler shifts of molecular spectral lines.
A collapsing core will have a greater velocity dispersion than a static
core but, because we only measure projected motions along the line of
sight, we cannot distinguish collapse from expansion via the dispersion
alone. The trick lies in considering observations of an optically thick
line such that we effectively only see the motion of the front side of the
core relative to its center. The situation is illustrated in Figure 9.4 where
a spherical core is represented, along a single line of sight, by two plane

• Barnard 68 dark cloud
-  was derived from star counts 

in the optical and Near-IR.
- The inferred central density is 

close to the critical value of 14. 
Therefore, if it were to gain 
additional mass or externally 
perturbed, it would undergo 
collapse.

AV



Angular Momentum: Rotation is ubiquitous
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Rotation of spiral galaxy M33 Rotation of the Sun



Core Collapse - Angular Momentum Conservation
- The gravitational collapse of a cloud core to a star is accompanied by an enormous 

change in size scale, about six to seven orders of magnitude.

- Rotation is a ubiquitous phenomenon from the largest to the smallest scales in our 
Galaxy; the Galaxy itself rotates as a whole, its individual stars spin too.

- In the same way as ice skaters spin faster as they pull in their arms, if all the angular 
momentum of the core were to be transferred to the star, it would rotate very rapidly.

- It is observed that molecular clouds do have a small amount of rotation, with velocities 
of order a few hundred meters per second (~ 0.15 km/s).

- The formation of “planets” around stars would not be possible if a certain 
amount of angular momentum was not present at the beginning of the star 
formation process. The angular momentum thus plays a significant role during the 
process of star and planet formation.
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Figure 22.2 Traces (blue lines) illustrating how conservation of angular momentum causes
various locations on the surface of a rigidly rotating spherical cloud (represented by black
circle) to collapse onto an orbiting disk (marked in red). The various panels are for the labeled
values !eq of the equatorial rotational energy to gravitational energy. Note how material near
the rotational poles contracts to the concentrated central region, while material at lower
latitudes near the equator collapses onto the orbiting disk with outer radius rd = 2!eqR, as
given by Eq. (22.11).

Initially such disks can have a mass that is a substantial fraction (about 35 percent)
of that for the central star. But in disks with Keplerian orbits, the orbital frequency
increases inward with radius as !orb ! r"3/2, meaning that between two neighboring
rings there is an overall shear in orbital speed. Any frictional interaction – e.g., due
to viscosity – between such neighboring rings will thus tend to transport angular
momentum from the faster inner ring to the slower outer ring, allowing the inner mass
to fall further inward, while the angular momentum receiving material moves further
outward. Because the specific angular momentum increases outward as j = vr =
!r2 !

#
r , this outward viscous diffusion of angular momentum allows, over time,

for most of the mass to accrete onto the star, with just a small mass fraction retaining
the original angular momentum.

Eventually this remnant disk-mass can fragment into its own gravitationally col-
lapsing cores to form planets. In our own solar system the most massive planet Jupiter
has only 0.1 percent the mass of the Sun, but 99 percent of the solar system’s angular
momentum. Of course, Earth too originated from the evolving proto-solar disk. You
and I and everyone on Earth are here today because our source material happened

Assuming



- Consider the gravitational collapse of a uniform spherical core with radius  and mass 
 to a star with radius . We will assume that they are rigid bodies.

- From the conservation of “mass” and “angular momentum,” we have

For

We obtain
- Stars cannot spin that fast because they would tear apart. Instead, the core may 

fragment as its density increases and form more than one star. The bulk of the core rotation 
then goes into orbital motion of multiple stars (and/or planets) rather than the rotation of a 
single star.

Rcore
M Rstar
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rotational speed (angular frequency):
moment of inertia:
angular momentum:
rotation period:



- Ultimately, a core that collapses to a single object will contract until gravity is balanced 
by centrifugal force. This only acts perpendicular to the rotational axis so the spherical 
core flattens to a disk.

- If we consider a test particle with mass  at radius  rotating at speed , the ratio of 
the two forces is

- At the outer boundary of the disk, this ratio should be equal to 1.

- Assuming the conservation of angular momentum,

- Therefore, after dividing Eq (b) by Eq (a), we have

m R V

Core Collapse - Disk Formation
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The condition of   is called “Keplerian motion.”Fgrav = Fcen
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Figure 22.2 Traces (blue lines) illustrating how conservation of angular momentum causes
various locations on the surface of a rigidly rotating spherical cloud (represented by black
circle) to collapse onto an orbiting disk (marked in red). The various panels are for the labeled
values !eq of the equatorial rotational energy to gravitational energy. Note how material near
the rotational poles contracts to the concentrated central region, while material at lower
latitudes near the equator collapses onto the orbiting disk with outer radius rd = 2!eqR, as
given by Eq. (22.11).

Initially such disks can have a mass that is a substantial fraction (about 35 percent)
of that for the central star. But in disks with Keplerian orbits, the orbital frequency
increases inward with radius as !orb ! r"3/2, meaning that between two neighboring
rings there is an overall shear in orbital speed. Any frictional interaction – e.g., due
to viscosity – between such neighboring rings will thus tend to transport angular
momentum from the faster inner ring to the slower outer ring, allowing the inner mass
to fall further inward, while the angular momentum receiving material moves further
outward. Because the specific angular momentum increases outward as j = vr =
!r2 !

#
r , this outward viscous diffusion of angular momentum allows, over time,

for most of the mass to accrete onto the star, with just a small mass fraction retaining
the original angular momentum.

Eventually this remnant disk-mass can fragment into its own gravitationally col-
lapsing cores to form planets. In our own solar system the most massive planet Jupiter
has only 0.1 percent the mass of the Sun, but 99 percent of the solar system’s angular
momentum. Of course, Earth too originated from the evolving proto-solar disk. You
and I and everyone on Earth are here today because our source material happened
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- Here, 𝛃 is the ratio of rotational to gravitational energy at the equator of the core.

- Observations of cloud cores gives a typical value of  (Goodman et al. 1993).

- For a cloud core size , the expected disk radius is a few hundred AU, 
comparable to the inferred sized of proto-stellar disks.

- The following figure illustrates, for various values of , how material from various 
latitudes in the original clouds track toward the center star or disk under gravitational 
collapse.

βeq ≈ 0.02

R ≈ 0.05 pc

βeq

Core Collapse - Disk Formation
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Figure 22.2 Traces (blue lines) illustrating how conservation of angular momentum causes
various locations on the surface of a rigidly rotating spherical cloud (represented by black
circle) to collapse onto an orbiting disk (marked in red). The various panels are for the labeled
values !eq of the equatorial rotational energy to gravitational energy. Note how material near
the rotational poles contracts to the concentrated central region, while material at lower
latitudes near the equator collapses onto the orbiting disk with outer radius rd = 2!eqR, as
given by Eq. (22.11).

Initially such disks can have a mass that is a substantial fraction (about 35 percent)
of that for the central star. But in disks with Keplerian orbits, the orbital frequency
increases inward with radius as !orb ! r"3/2, meaning that between two neighboring
rings there is an overall shear in orbital speed. Any frictional interaction – e.g., due
to viscosity – between such neighboring rings will thus tend to transport angular
momentum from the faster inner ring to the slower outer ring, allowing the inner mass
to fall further inward, while the angular momentum receiving material moves further
outward. Because the specific angular momentum increases outward as j = vr =
!r2 !

#
r , this outward viscous diffusion of angular momentum allows, over time,

for most of the mass to accrete onto the star, with just a small mass fraction retaining
the original angular momentum.

Eventually this remnant disk-mass can fragment into its own gravitationally col-
lapsing cores to form planets. In our own solar system the most massive planet Jupiter
has only 0.1 percent the mass of the Sun, but 99 percent of the solar system’s angular
momentum. Of course, Earth too originated from the evolving proto-solar disk. You
and I and everyone on Earth are here today because our source material happened

black circle: rigidly rotating spherical cloud

red: orbiting disk



- In disks with Keplerian orbits, the orbital frequency increase inward with radius 
, meaning that between two neighboring rings there is an overall shear in 

orbital speed.
✦ Any frictional interaction - due to viscosity - between such neighboring rings will 

tend to transport angular momentum from the faster inner ring to the slower outer 
ring, allowing the inner mass to fall further inward, while the angular momentum 
receiving material moves further outward.

✦ This outward viscous diffusion of angular momentum allows, over time, for most of 
the mass to accrete onto the star, with just a small mass fraction retaining the 
original angular momentum.

- Eventually, this remnant disk-mass can fragment into its own gravitationally collapsing 
cores to form planets.
✦ In our solar system, the most massive planet Jupiter has only 0.1% the mass of 

the Sun, but 99% of the solar system’s angular momentum.
✦ Earth too originated from the evolving proto-solar disk.

Ω ∼ r−3/2
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Observations of Core Collapse: Molecular Emission
• Cooling by Molecular Emission

- At low temperature T < 100 K, cooling by molecular radiation is dominated by CO 
(carbon monoxide).

- Such CO molecular cooling is a key factor in initiating and maintaining cloud 
contraction, by allowing the cloud to shed the increased internal energy gained from 
the tighter gravitational binding.

- In virial equilibrium only half of this energy is lost, and so the interior would still heat up 
in proportion to the stronger gravitational binding.

- But, in practice, CO emission is often so efficient that the cloud interior can stay cool, 
or even become cooler, as it contracts.

- The resulting dramatic reduction in interior pressure support then leads to a full 
gravitational collapse.
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Observations of Core Collapse: Spectral Signature of Core Collapse
- The gravitational collapse of a cloud core, though fast by astronomical standards, can 

be observed through Doppler shifts of molecular spectral lines.
- A collapsing core core will have a greater velocity dispersion than a static core. 

However, because we only measure projected motions along the line of sight, we 
cannot distinguish collapse from expansion via the dispersion alone.

- The trick is to consider observations of an optically thick line such that we effectively 
only see the motion of the front side of the core relative to its center.
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Fig. 9.4. A collapsing core
with a central density
gradient (top left) observed
by a radio telescope (top
right) can be approximated
by a slab model (bottom
left) for an optically thick
line. The observed emission
comes predominantly from
the center and the layer
closest to the observer and
the furthest layer is shown
dashed as it is not included
in the model. The arrows
represent the gas !ow
relative to the core center.

layers (a third layer furthest from the observer is ignored as its emission
is mostly absorbed by the center).

This simplified model allows us to write an expression for the
observed spectrum. Since we are only interested in the radiative transfer,
the relevant parameters are the excitation temperatures and optical
depths of the front and back layers as Tf,!f and Tb,!b respectively. The
specific intensity is then the superposition of the front layer and the back,
attenuated by the front,

I" = B"(Tf) (1 ! e!!f ) + B"(Tb) (1 ! e!!b) e!!f . (9.12)

For many cases, the density and temperature decrease away from the
center and therefore the excitation temperature is lower in its outer parts,
Tb > Tf . This implies that the front layer will absorb some of the
emission from the back, a phenomenon known as self-absorption.

Now moving into velocity space relative to the core center (back
layer), we assume that the optical depth in each layer is distributed as
a Gaussian with uniform velocity dispersion # and peak values !f0,!b0

such that

!f = !f0 e!(v!vin)2/2# 2
,

!b = !b0 e!v2/2# 2
.

(9.13)

Here, vin is the infall speed of the collapsing core with the front layer
moving from the observer toward the back layer.

The model has a total of six parameters: the excitation temperatures
determine the flux scale and the dispersion sets the velocity scale. The
general shape of the spectrum is primarily determined by the front layer
optical depth and ratio of infall speed to dispersion. Figure 9.5 shows

A collapsing core with a density gradient 
observed by a radio telescope can be 
approximated by a slab model for an 
optically thick line.

The observed emission comes 
predominantly from the central region “2” 
and the front layer “1” closest to the 
observer.

The third layer “3” is ignored as its emission 
is mostly absorbed by the central region.
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- The observed intensity is then the superposition of “1” the front layer and “2” the back, 
attenuated by the front.

✦ Here, the front layer absorb some of the emission from the back, a phenomenon 
known as self-absorption.

✦ Now, in velocity space relative to the core center (back layer), we assume that the 
optical depth in each layer is distributed as a Gaussian with uniform velocity 
dispersion  and peak values  and  such that

✦ Here,  is the infall speed of the collapsing core.

σ τf0 τb0

vin ( > 0)
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Fig. 9.4. A collapsing core
with a central density
gradient (top left) observed
by a radio telescope (top
right) can be approximated
by a slab model (bottom
left) for an optically thick
line. The observed emission
comes predominantly from
the center and the layer
closest to the observer and
the furthest layer is shown
dashed as it is not included
in the model. The arrows
represent the gas !ow
relative to the core center.

layers (a third layer furthest from the observer is ignored as its emission
is mostly absorbed by the center).

This simplified model allows us to write an expression for the
observed spectrum. Since we are only interested in the radiative transfer,
the relevant parameters are the excitation temperatures and optical
depths of the front and back layers as Tf,!f and Tb,!b respectively. The
specific intensity is then the superposition of the front layer and the back,
attenuated by the front,

I" = B"(Tf) (1 ! e!!f ) + B"(Tb) (1 ! e!!b) e!!f . (9.12)

For many cases, the density and temperature decrease away from the
center and therefore the excitation temperature is lower in its outer parts,
Tb > Tf . This implies that the front layer will absorb some of the
emission from the back, a phenomenon known as self-absorption.

Now moving into velocity space relative to the core center (back
layer), we assume that the optical depth in each layer is distributed as
a Gaussian with uniform velocity dispersion # and peak values !f0,!b0

such that

!f = !f0 e!(v!vin)2/2# 2
,

!b = !b0 e!v2/2# 2
.

(9.13)

Here, vin is the infall speed of the collapsing core with the front layer
moving from the observer toward the back layer.

The model has a total of six parameters: the excitation temperatures
determine the flux scale and the dispersion sets the velocity scale. The
general shape of the spectrum is primarily determined by the front layer
optical depth and ratio of infall speed to dispersion. Figure 9.5 shows



- The model has six parameters: two temperatures, a velocity dispersion, two optical 
depths, and an infall velocity.
✦ The two temperatures determine the flux scale, and the dispersion sets the velocity 

scale.
✦ The general spectral shape is primarily determined by the front layer optical depth 

and ratio of infall speed to dispersion.

- Variation of optical depth: The spectral profile changes from near-Gaussian for 
 to double-peaked for  as the front layer absorbs an increasing amount 

of the emission from the back layer.
τf0 ≪ 1 τf0 > 1
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Fig. 9.5. The variation of
the spectral pro!le from a
two-layer model as the
optical depth of the front
(infall) layer increases from
thin to thick. This model is
for CS 2–1 at 98 GHz, with
an optical depth of 2 in the
back layer, a uniform velocity
dispersion of 0.5 km s!1,
infall speed of 0.1 km s!1,
and excitation temperatures
of 5 K and 20 K in the front
and back layers respectively.
The "ux density is
determined from the speci!c
intensity assuming a
resolution of 10"".

how the spectral profile for a fixed vin changes from near-Gaussian
for !f0 # 1 to double-peaked for !f0 > 1 as the front layer absorbs an
increasing amount of the emission from the back layer.

The low-velocity peak is greater than the high-velocity peak
because the front layer is moving away from the observer, vin > 0,
and therefore predominantly absorbs the redshifted side of the
emission from the back layer. The stronger the absorption, the
stronger the effect on the line profile. In general, astronomers like
to observe optically thin lines since we can then count the number
of emitting particles and determine column densities. This is an
unusual case where we actually learn more from observing an optically
thick line.

Figure 9.6 plots a series of profiles for varying infall speed and
fixed front layer optical depth. The profile is symmetric for a static
core, vin = 0, but becomes increasingly asymmetric as vin increases
in magnitude. The left panel shows a collapsing core, vin > 0, and
the right panel shows an expanding core with vin < 0 (front layer
moves toward the observer). Infall motions have a telltale signature of
redshifted absorption. More generally, the sensitivity to vin shows that
we can distinguish relative motions in a core and determine how fast
they are.

Blue-shifted absorption, corresponding to expansion, is sometimes
seen in the spectra of massive stars due to a wind blowing away
from the photosphere and is known as a P-Cygni profile. Thus the
signature of a collapsing core is referred to as an inverse P-Cygni
profile.

- The low-velocity peak is greater 
than the high-velocity peak 
because the front layer is moving 
away from the observer, and 
therefore predominantly absorbs 
the redshifted side of the 
emission from the back layer.

absorption by the front layer



- Variation of infall velocity (and expansion velocity): The sensitivity of the line profile 
to  shows that we can distinguish relative motions in a core and determine how fast 
they are.

- P-Cygni profile: Blue-shifted absorption, corresponding to expansion, is often seen in 
the spectra of massive stars due to a wind blowing away from the photosphere.

- Thus the signature of a collapsing core is referred to as an inverse P-Cygni profile.

vin
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Fig. 9.6. The sensitivity of
the spectral pro!le to the
relative speed of the front
layer. The model parameters
are otherwise the same as
Figure 9.5, but with a !xed
front layer optical depth of
1. The left hand panel shows
a collapsing core with a
positive infall speed (away
from the observer) and the
right hand panel shows the
opposite case where the
front layer is moving toward
the observer as if the core
were expanding.

9.4 Observations of Protostars
From the expressions for the free-fall timescale and maximum stable
core mass, we can derive an upper limit to the mass infall rate,

Ṁin = 1.5MSIS

tff
! 2.2

c3

G
. (9.14)

There is no density dependence because MSIS and tff both scale in the
same way as !"1/2. Physically, denser cores become unstable at lower
masses but have faster collapse times. For a 10 K core supported only by
thermal pressure, Ṁin ! 4 # 10"6 M$/yr. This is high enough that the
release of gravitational energy, as gas falls from core to stellar scales,
provides significant accretion luminosity,

Lacc = "GMṀin
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The core radius is so much larger than the stellar scale that the initial
potential energy is effectively zero. The normalization of the protostellar
radius, R%, is a representative value for solar-mass stars at early times.

This order-of-magnitude calculation shows that a protostar is
detectable well before it begins nuclear fusion. Due to the high dust
extinction of the surrounding core, the very earliest phase of star for-
mation is only visible at "> 100 µm but, within &105 yr after collapse,
protostars become detectable in the near- and mid-infrared (Figure 9.7).

As the core is used up or otherwise dispersed, both the dust emission
and extinction decrease. The protostar becomes increasingly visible at
shorter wavelengths and the longer wavelength emission decreases. This
is often referred to as the SED shifting toward the blue, where the



Young Stellar Objects (YSOs)
- Young Stellar Object denotes a star in its early stage of evolution.

✦ This class consists of two groups of objects: protostars and pre-main-sequence stars.
✦ A protostar is a very young star that is still gathering mass from its parent molecular 

cloud.
‣ A dense core is initially in balance between self-gravity and gas/magnetic pressure. 

As the dense core acquires mass from its larger, surrounding cloud, self-gravity 
begins to overwhelm pressure, and collapse begins.  The protostellar phase begins 
when the molecular cloud fragment first collapses under the force of self-gravity and 
an opaque, pressure supported core forms inside the collapsing fragment.

‣ The gas that collapses toward the center of the dense core first builds up a low-mass 
protostar, and then a protoplanetary disk orbiting the object. As the collapse 
continues, an increasing amount of gas impacts the disk rather than the star, a 
consequence of angular momentum conservation.

✦ The protostellar phase ends when the infalling gas is depleted, leaving a pre-main-
sequence star.
‣ After the protostar blows away the envelope, it is optically visible, and appears 

on the Hayashi track in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. A pre-main-sequence 
star contracts to later become a main-sequence star at the onset of hydrogen fusion 
producing helium.

‣ The energy source of PMS objects is gravitational contraction, as opposed to 
hydrogen burning in main-sequence stars.
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• Protostar
- Maximum infall rate: Combining the free-fall timescale and maximum stable core 

mass, we can derive an upper limit to the mass infall rate.

- Accretion luminosity: This is high enough that the release of gravitational energy, as 
gas falls from core to stellar scales, provides significant accretion luminosity.

- This calculation shows that a protostar is detectable well before it begins nuclear 
fusion.

- Due to the high dust extinction of the surrounding core, the very earliest phase of star 
formation is only visible at .λ > 100 μm
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typical size of solar-mass stars at early 
times 
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- But, within  yr after collapse, protostars become detectable in the near-IR and 
mid-IR.

- As the core is used up, both the dust emission an extinction decrease. The protostar 
becomes increasingly visible at shorter wavelengths and the longer wavelength 
emission decreases.

- The evolutionary state of a protostar is generally classified based on its IR SED, but 
mm wavelength imaging of its surrounding envelope and disk is increasingly used in 
addition (e.g., ALMA).

∼ 105
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• Pre-main sequence star
- Once the collapse phase ends and the protostar had reached its final mass, it is 

known as a pre-main sequence star.
- It slowly contracts through the loss of gravitational energy by radiation on a Kelvin-

Helmholtz timescale (thermal timescale), which determines how quickly a star 
contracts before nuclear fusion starts - i.e. sets roughly the pre-main sequence lifetime

- Pre-main sequence stars  with  is known as T Tauri stars. These 
stars were first known in the 1940s and this name is remains a common alternative 
name for pre-main sequence stars for historical reasons

- The intermediate mass counterpart, , are known as Herbig Ae/Be 
stars, where A and B refer to the stellar spectral types. The “e” denotes the 
photospheric emission lines that were used to identify their youth.

- More massive stars are much more luminous and they contract too quickly. Hence, 
they have no pre-main-squence stage. By the time they become visible, the hydrogen 
in their centers is already fusing and they are main-sequence objects.

0.1 M⊙ < M* < 2 M⊙

2 M⊙ < M* < 8 M⊙
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Here, U = internal thermal energy from the Virial theorem



• Timescales in stellar evolution
- Free-fall timescale = dynamic timescale
- Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale = thermal timescale
- Nuclear time scale

✦ Time scale on which the star will exhaust its supply of nuclear fuel if it keeps 
burning it at the current rate

✦ Energy release from fusing one gram of H to He is . Therefore, the 
nuclear timescale is

6 × 1018 erg
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Here, X is the mass fraction of H initially present and q is the fraction of fuel available to 
burn in the core.



Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) of YSOs
- Lada & Wilking (1984) and Lada (1987) investigated SEDs of IR sources observed in the 

1-100 𝜇m wavelength band in the core of the Ophiuchi dark cloud, and proposed a general 
IR classification scheme.
✦ A spectral index is defined between 2.2 and 25 𝜇m:

✦ Class I sources have very broad SEDs with .
✦ Class 2 sources have .
✦ Class 3 sources have 

αIR > 0
−2 < αIR < 0
αIR < − 2.
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Fig. 6.10 Proposed
classification of PMS stars
based on SEDs in the
1–100 !m wavelength range

three classes for which he proposed a general IR classification scheme. The basis
for this classification is the level of long wavelength excess with respect to stellar
blackbody emission (see Fig. 6.10). Quantitatively the spectral index is defined as:

˛IR D d log."F"/
d log"

(6.6)

between 2.2 and 25 !m. Class I sources have very broad energy distributions with
spectral indices of ˛IR >0, Class II sources have !2<˛IR <0 and Class III sources
have ˛IR < !2. The large IR excesses are attributed to thermal emission from
dust in large circumstellar envelopes and Class I sources are likely to be evolved
protostars. In 1993 [60] discovered embedded sources that remained undetected
below 25 !m indicating significantly larger amounts of circumstellar material than
in Class I sources and they proposed a younger Class 0 of YSOs. UPDATE on Class
O stars: Greaves&Rice2011.

Much more moderate IR excesses than in Class I sources are seen in Class
II sources and even less in Class III. Figure 6.11 presents a rough overview of
the possible physical properties of these classes, which will be discussed in more
detail in the next few sections. This illustration tries, on a best effort basis, to
synchronize these IR classes with physical evolutionary phases of YSOs. Reality
is more complex than that, and the separations with respect to the phases are much
fuzzier. In other words, the evolution of a protostar itself is not traceable because its
environment is not transparent for radiative signatures. In fact, many of the physical
mechanisms producing emissions are decoupled from the properties of the central
young star. Specifically, the morphology of IR spectra can only give a qualitative
measure of the amount of circumstellar material, because at shorter wavelengths
(i.e.,<100!m) disk emission is optically thick leading to poor mass estimates [62].

The SEDs cover a mass spectrum of YSOs between 0.2 and 2 Mˇ, which
certainly includes the majority of YSOs in the Galaxy. YSOs of masses outside
that range may show similarities but many other properties need to be addressed
additionally.

✦ The large IR excesses are 
attributed to thermal emission from 
dust in large circumstellar 
envelopes and Class I sources are 
likely to be evolved protostars.

- Andre et al. (1993) discovered 
embedded sources that remained 
undetected below 25 𝜇m indicating 
significantly larger amounts of 
circumstellar material than in Class I 
sources and they proposed a younger 
Class 0 of YSOs.
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Fig. 6.11 The IR classification in the context with evolutionary phases and matter flow parameters

6.3.1 Class 0 and I Protostars

The notion that the SED classes are part of an evolutionary sequence was suggested
early on by [416] and [417]. It was argued that Class I sources are low-mass
protostars building up mass by the accretion of infalling matter [45]. Thus what
is observed is not the total luminosity of the YSO, Ltot, but the accretion luminosity
of the circumstellar envelope. It is assumed that Class I objects are heavily obscured
and thus invisible. The accretion luminosity can be estimated by:

Lacc D G
Mstar PMacc

Rstar
(6.7)

For accretion rates of the order of 10!6 to 10!5 Mˇ yr!1 the accretion luminosity
from this estimate is of the order 10 – 50 Lˇ. Observed integrated SEDs of
protostars yield luminosities around 1 Lˇ[414], which is more than an order
of magnitude lower than predicted. According to [290], one possibility for this
discrepancy could be that most of the accretion goes into disk growth rather than
onto the star, which at some point gets rapidly released onto the star causing
outbursts as seen in FU Orionis stars (see Fig. 6.1 and Sect. 6.3.5). Another
possibility is that the luminosity is radiated through other mechanisms (see Chap. 8).



Accretion Disk & Bipolar Jets
• Schematic cross section through 

an accretion disk located about 
a newly forming protostar.
- Material falls onto the disk surface from 

the surrounding (and collapsing) natal 
cloud, and with appropriate angular 
momentum sorting moves through the 
disk to be accreted by the central 
protostar.

- As a consequence of the high surface 
temperature of the protostar, however, 
material at the inner edge of the disk 
will become ionized and therefore 
begin to strongly interact with any disk-
threaded magnetic field lines.

- The combined effects of rotation and 
the winding up of the magnetic field 
lines result in the formation of bipolar 
jets along the spin-axis of the system, 
with material being carried away from 
the central object.

2.4 Eddington’s Blank Page

The philosophical reasoning of Arthur Eddington has fallen out of favor in recent
decades, but it nonetheless contains many useful gems. One of Eddington’s most
useful and engaging philosophical ideas was the blank page principle. An empty
page to Eddington was a challenge, and its blankness needed to be !lled with
equations and insight. Eddington’s Fundamental Theory (published posthumously
in 1946) was predicated upon the notion that the structure and working of the
universe could be understood and divined entirely through thought, logic and pure
mathematical reasoning. The popularity of Eddington’s approach has ebbed and
"owed, but his basic idea builds upon the concept of dimensional analysis and the
existence of various dimensionless numbers—pure numbers that are either surpris-
ingly very large or extremely small.

Eddington’s principle of the blank page builds upon one of the most fundamental
insights of physics: the fact that there are fundamental constants that underpin the
very fabric and construction of all matter. As to whether these fundamental constants
are just what they are, with no rhyme or reason, or whether they are constrained by

Rotation

Magnetic 
field

Collimated 
out-flow 
(jet)

Proto-star

Disk
in-flow

in-fall in-fall

Fig. 2.8 Schematic cross section through an accretion disk located about a newly forming
protostar. Material falls onto the disk surface from the surrounding (and collapsing) natal cloud,
and with appropriate angular momentum sorting moves through the disk to be accreted by the
central protostar. As a consequence of the high surface temperature of the protostar, however,
material at the inner edge of the disk will become ionized and therefore begin to strongly interact
with any disk-threaded magnetic !eld lines. As a consequence of disk rotation, the magnetic !eld
lines wind up and become collimated about the system spin axis, forming mass-ejecting out"ows
(or jets). (Credit: Author)
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- The disk is rotationally connected to the protostar 
through strong magnetic fields (which are also 
concentrated during the collapse).

- Their mutual interaction produces an outflow that 
can carry away angular momentum. These are 
high-velocity, unbound, flows of gas that originate 
at the star-disk interface or within the inner few 
AU of the disk.

- Observations show highly collimated, fast jets 
from very young, highly embedded protostars and 
broader flows from later evolutionary classes.

- Magnetic field exerts a torque on the disk and 
slows it down.

- Outflows also entrain and sweep away the 
surrounding molecular core. This removes much 
of the surrounding mass reservoir and helps 
advance the evolutionary sequence along from 
embedded protostar to optically visible pre-main 
sequence star.

- Eventually, then mass infall rate decreases and 
the outflow stops. Young, rapidly rotating, pre-
main sequence stars slow down as they lose 
angular momentum through stellar winds.

Protostellar outflow
44
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Balancing forces does not necessarily imply a stable solution.
Rather, continued infall from the core and the high disk surface density
produce a very dynamical situation. Numerical simulations show that
gravitational instabilities may form and shear into spiral waves, similar
to disk galaxies. Fragmentation in the spirals provides a second avenue
for binary star formation or for mutual interactions that transfer angular
momentum outwards and mass inwards, thus growing the star.

The disk is rotationally connected to the protostar through strong
magnetic fields (which are also concentrated during the collapse).
Their mutual interaction produces an outflow that can carry away
angular momentum. These are high-velocity, unbound, flows of gas that
originate at the star–disk interface or within the inner few au of the
disk. Observations show highly collimated, fast jets from very young,
highly embedded protostars (Figure 9.11) and broader flows from later
evolutionary classes. If the magnetic field is frozen into the gas, as the
outflow expands radially it exerts a torque on the disk and slows it
down. Outflows also entrain and sweep away the surrounding molecular
core. This removes much of the surrounding mass reservoir and helps
advance the evolutionary sequence along from embedded protostar

Fig. 9.11. Infrared image of
the vibrational v = 1 ! 0 line
of H2 at 2.12 µm produced
by a protostellar out!ow in
Orion (named HH212
because of its prominence in
this line) observed by the
Very Large Telescope in
Chile. The lower panel
annotates the pertinent
features, showing a jet from
an embedded protostar and
disk that is too deeply
obscured to be visible in this
image. The jet creates
numerous bow shocks as it
shocks the surrounding
material. The outline of the
remains of the dense core
that formed the star is
revealed through the
scattered light nebulosity at
the center. Image is courtesy
of ESO.

IR image of v = 1-0 line of H2 at 2.12 um 
produced by a protostellar outflow in Orion 
(named HH212 because of its prominence in this 
line) observed by the Very Large Telescope in 
Chile.



Planets
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Origin of Planetary Systems
• The Nebular Model (basic ideas by Kant and Laplace)

- The disk-formation process forms the basis for the “nebular model” for the formation of planetary 
systems, including our own solar system.

- As a proto-stellar cloud collapses under the pull of its own gravity, conservation of its initial angular 
momentum leads naturally to form of an orbiting disk, which surrounds the central core mass.

4646
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Figure 23.1 Left: Illustration of the nebular model for formation of a planetary system. Credit:
Bill Saxton/NRAO/AUI/NSF. Right: Direct image of proto-planetary disk in the T Tauri star
HL Tauri, made in millimeter wavelengths with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA). The entire disk spans about 200 au. The disk gaps likely represent regions of planet
formation. Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), NSF.

the Hayashi or Henyey tracks (Section 17.4), often show clear evidence of proto-
planetary disks. Herbig Ae/Be stars are relatively hot, massive YSOs that show strong
hydrogen emission from a gaseous disk. The cooler, lower-mass T Tauri stars often
show an infrared excess thought to arise from dust thermal emission in a warm proto-
planetary disk.

With advent of telescope arrays (e.g., ALMA, see Section 13.2) observing in the
far infrared (IR) and submillimeter spectral regions, it is now becoming possible to
image such disks directly. The right panel of Figure 23.1 shows an ALMA image of
a proto-planetary disk in the T Tauri star HL Tauri, made in millimeter wavelengths.
The star’s temperature and luminosity put it on the Hayashi track of the H–R diagram,
in a pre-main-sequence phase with age less than 1 Myr. Interferometry from the array
allows spatial resolution ranging down to 0.025 arcsec. At HL Tauri’s distance of
140 pc, this corresponds to 3.5 au, with the visible disk extending over a diameter of
about 200 au. The disk gaps likely represent regions where planet formation is clearing
out disk debris, though there is so far no direct evidence of fully formed planets in
this system.

Disks similar to that around HL Tauri have been inferred around other very young
stars, but with densities that generally degrade with stellar age, over timescales of a
few Myr. The Hubble Space Telescope has imaged several “debris disks” around stars
with ages !10 Myr. These are thought to be the later stages when the disk debris has
been depleted by various processes, like accretion onto the star, dissociation by stellar
UV radiation, and entrainment in a outflowing stellar wind. A key issue in planet
formation is thus whether this can occur quickly enough to compete with such disk
depletion.

- This disk is initially gaseous, held in a vertical hydrostatic 
equilibrium about the disk mid-plane, with radial support 
against gravity provided by the centrifugal force.

- This stops the rapid, dynamical infall, but as the viscous coupling 
between differentially rotating rings (and the entrainment of disk 
material by an outflowing stellar wind) transports angular 
momentum outward, there remains relatively slow inward diffuse 
of material that causes much of the initial disk mass to gradually 
accrete onto the young star.

- This gradually depletes H and He gas (over a few million years). 
During this period, the heavier elements can gradually bond 
together to make molecules.

- These in turn nucleate into grains of dust, and eventually into 
rocks.

- Collisions among these rocks leads to a combination of 
fragmentation and accumulation, with the latter eventually forming 
asteroid-size (m to km) bodies. These then make planetoids, and 
eventually planets.



Observations of Proto-Planetary Disks
- Young stellar objects (YSOs) often show clear evidence of proto-planetary disks.
- With advent of telescope array (e.g., ALMA) observing in the far-IR and submm 

spectral regions, it is now becoming possible to image such disks directly.
- The figure shows an ALMA image of a proto-planetary disk in the T Tauri star HL Tauri, 

made in mm wavelengths.
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Figure 23.1 Left: Illustration of the nebular model for formation of a planetary system. Credit:
Bill Saxton/NRAO/AUI/NSF. Right: Direct image of proto-planetary disk in the T Tauri star
HL Tauri, made in millimeter wavelengths with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA). The entire disk spans about 200 au. The disk gaps likely represent regions of planet
formation. Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), NSF.

the Hayashi or Henyey tracks (Section 17.4), often show clear evidence of proto-
planetary disks. Herbig Ae/Be stars are relatively hot, massive YSOs that show strong
hydrogen emission from a gaseous disk. The cooler, lower-mass T Tauri stars often
show an infrared excess thought to arise from dust thermal emission in a warm proto-
planetary disk.

With advent of telescope arrays (e.g., ALMA, see Section 13.2) observing in the
far infrared (IR) and submillimeter spectral regions, it is now becoming possible to
image such disks directly. The right panel of Figure 23.1 shows an ALMA image of
a proto-planetary disk in the T Tauri star HL Tauri, made in millimeter wavelengths.
The star’s temperature and luminosity put it on the Hayashi track of the H–R diagram,
in a pre-main-sequence phase with age less than 1 Myr. Interferometry from the array
allows spatial resolution ranging down to 0.025 arcsec. At HL Tauri’s distance of
140 pc, this corresponds to 3.5 au, with the visible disk extending over a diameter of
about 200 au. The disk gaps likely represent regions where planet formation is clearing
out disk debris, though there is so far no direct evidence of fully formed planets in
this system.

Disks similar to that around HL Tauri have been inferred around other very young
stars, but with densities that generally degrade with stellar age, over timescales of a
few Myr. The Hubble Space Telescope has imaged several “debris disks” around stars
with ages !10 Myr. These are thought to be the later stages when the disk debris has
been depleted by various processes, like accretion onto the star, dissociation by stellar
UV radiation, and entrainment in a outflowing stellar wind. A key issue in planet
formation is thus whether this can occur quickly enough to compete with such disk
depletion.

- Interferometry from the array allows spatial 
resolution ranging down to 0.025 arcsec. At HL 
Tauri’s distance of 140 pc, this corresponds to 3.5 
AU, with the visible disk extending over a diameter 
of ~ 200 AU.

- The disk gaps likely represent regions where 
planet formation is clearing out disk debris, though 
there is so far no direct evidence of fully formed 
planets in this system.

- A key issue in planet formation is whether this can 
occur quickly enough to compete with disk 
depletion by various processes, like accretion onto 
the star, dissociation by stellar UV radiation, and 
entrainment in a outflowing stellar wind.



Our Solar System
• Planets

- Rocky planets (rocky dwarfs; terrestrial planets): Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars
- Gas giants: Jupiter and Saturn
- Ice giants: Uranus and Neptune
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Figure 23.2 Illustration of key components of our solar system, extended on a log scale into the
local ISM, through the Oort cloud, and to the nearest star. Credit: NASA.

23.3 Our Solar System

The above nebular model for formation of planetary systems implies that planets
should be quite common around stars with less than a few solar masses. Indeed, the
techniques that have led to positive detection of some 4000+ such extra-solar planets
(“exoplanets”) are discussed in Chapter 25. But our own solar system still provides a
key, best-observed prototype, and so as background, let us first briefly review the key
properties of the bodies and material that surround and orbit our Sun (see Figure 23.2).

Chief among these are the eight planets,1 which can be quite conveniently divided
into the four relatively small, rocky inner planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars), and
the four outer giants made of mostly gas (Jupiter and Saturn) and ice (Uranus and
Neptune). They all have roughly circular orbits that lie in nearly the same plane as the
orbit of the Earth, known as the ecliptic. Most have rotations that, with various tilts,
are in the same sense as their orbit, the exceptions being Venus, which rotates slowly
backward, and Uranus, whose rotational axis nearly lies in the plane of its orbit.

Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, there is a belt of smaller asteroids that
likewise mostly have nearly circular orbits in this ecliptic plane. Most are small
(!1 m to 1 km) with irregular shapes, but the largest, Ceres, with radius R " 1200 km,
is massive enough to be made spherical by its self-gravity, and so is classified a “dwarf
planet.” Asteroid orbits are strongly influenced by Jupiter’s strong gravity, which is
systematically clearing the region. Their combined mass is estimated to be only about
4 percent that of Earth’s Moon.

1 The erstwhile ninth planet, Pluto, has now be reclassified as a “dwarf planet,” and part of the
Kuiper Belt discussed below.



• Snow line (also known as the ice line or frost line)
- the particular distance in the solar nebula from the central protostar where it is cold 

enough for volatile compounds such as water, ammonia, methane, carbon dioxide, 
and carbon monoxide to condense into solid ice grains.

- In the colder outer regions, these condensed to form ice, which gradually collected 
into ever larger solid cores, eventually growing massive enough to gravitationally 
attract and retain the even more abundant but lighter gases of hydrogen and helium.
✦ This is the basis for formation of the outer gas and ice giant planets, with an 

overall composition similar to the solar nebula, and the present day Sun.

- In the inner nebula, where it was too warm to form ice, such light atoms of H and He 
escaped from the weaker gravity of the smaller, rocky planets, effectively preventing 
their growth and so keeping them relatively small.
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In the solar system, the distance for the snow line is ~ 3 AU, between Mars 
and Jupiter



- Hot Jupiter
✦ a planet with a mass comparable to (actually even larger than) Jupiter, but orbiting 

at such a close distance that the stellar heating would make it quite hot.
✦ Such gas giants had been supposed to form only beyond the ice line. The 

detection of hot Jupiters around several stars was a real surprise.
✦ They are though to have formed outside the snow line, and later migrated inwards 

to their current positions. Gravitational interaction with the proto-stellar disk and/or 
other giant planets out there is supposed to lead some to be flung into an inward 
migration, so that they finally ended up very close to their star.
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Equilibrium Temperature
- For an absorbing sphere with radius  at a distance  from the star, the intercepted 

flux of the stellar luminosity  is

- where  and  are the star’s radius and effective temperature, and  is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant.

- If we assume this sphere then radiates this energy as a blackbody over its surface 
area, then solving for its equilibrium temperature gives

r d
L*

R* T* σSB
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Detection of Exoplanets (Extra-solar planets)
• Direct-Imaging Method

- Because they are much cooler than stars, the thermal emission from planets is mostly 
in the IR.

- Their appearance at visible wavelengths comes by reflected light from their host stars. 
This greatly complicates direct detection of extra-solar planets, since this reflected 
light is generally overwhelmed by the direct light from the stars.

- Nowadays, there are ~ 20 such detect imaging detections of exoplanets.
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Figure 25.1 Direct image by the Keck Observatory of four exoplanets orbiting the star HR8799.
The arrows indication magnitude and direction of their orbital motion from monitoring
apparent shifts of their positions over more than a decade, yielding inferred orbital periods of
49, 100, 189, and 474 years for planets e, d, c, and b, respectively. For reference, the orbital
period of the Sun’s outermost official planet, Neptune, is 165 years. The planets are visible
because most of the light from the star is blocked out by an occulting disk. The lower bar
showing the extent of 20 au indicates the planets have orbital distance of several tens of
astronomical units. Credit: NRC-HIA/C. Marois/W. M. Keck Observatory.

an orbital speed V2 = V!. Using the fact that V1/V2 = M2/M1 = M!/Mp, we find
for the star’s speed

V! =
!

2!GMtot

P

"1/3 Mp

Mtot

"
!

2!GM!
P

"1/3 Mp

M!

" 30 km/s
!

M!/M#
P/yr

"1/3 Mp

M!
, (25.1)

where the second equality makes use of the fact that the planet’s mass is negligible
compared to the star, Mtot = M! + Mp " M!. This shows that the wobble speed
is directly proportional to the planet’s mass, but scales with the inverse cube root of
the orbital period. The former favors planets with bigger mass, while the latter favors
planets that orbit close to their parent star.

Direct image by the Keck Observatory of 4 exoplanets orbiting 
HR8799.

The arrows indicates their orbital motion from monitoring their 
positions over more than a decade. The orbital periods are 
49, 100, 189, and 474 years for planets e, d, c, and b, 
respectively.

For reference, the orbital period of Neptune is 165 years.

[NTV-HIS/C. Marois/W. M. Keck Observatory]



• Radial-Velocity Method
- The periodic movement of the host star due to the gravitational pull of the planet 

causes spatial “wobble.”
- This wobble is not directly detectable, but, its associated motion toward and away 

from the observer can be detected via very precise spectroscopic measurements of 
the systematic Doppler shift from multiple absorption lines in the star’s spectrum.

- This is the same method as used in spectroscopic binaries.
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Figure 25.2 Left: Illustration of the radial-velocity method, showing how the orbit of a planet P
causes a wobble of its star S; as the star alternatively moves toward or away from the observer
(here to the left), this leads to small blueward or redward Doppler shifts of spectral lines in the
star’s spectrum. Note, the dashed lines here represent the original, rest wavelength positions of
the spectral lines. Right: Illustration of the transit method, showing how the light from a star
slightly dims when the dark planet goes in front of the star; the net effect is stronger for a
cooler, smaller red-dwarf star (spectral type M) than for a solar-type G dwarf with higher
temperature and larger radius.

The minimum size of planet that can be detected depends mainly on how pre-
cisely one can measure the stellar brightness. For ground-based telescopes, the main
source of noise comes from distortions and variations from the Earth’s atmosphere.
The minimum planet-to-star size ratio scales with the square root of that noise. For
example, a typical noise level of 1 percent allows one to detect a Jupiter-size planet,
with Rp/R! " 0.1. That is readily achieved even with ground-based telescopes.

But detecting smaller, rocky planets such as Earth, which have Rp/R! " 0.01,
requires a factor 1/100 lower noise, i.e., about 0.01 percent. This generally requires
telescopes in space.

Another factor for the transit method is that it works only for planets whose orbital
planes are near our line of sight. For a planet of radius r at a distance d from a star
with radius R, the angle ! that the line of sight makes to the planet’s orbital plane
must be within

!max = arctan
!

R + r

d # R

"
" R

d
= 0.0047

R/R$
d/au

= 0.27 degree
R/R$
d/au

. (25.3)

The latter equalities show that detecting a transit of an Earth-size planet around a
solar-type star, the alignment must be within an angle ±0.27 degree. Over the full
angle range from zero to 90 degrees, the associated probability of finding such Earth-
like planet is only Pe = 0.27/90 " 0.003, or only 3 in every 1000.

Thus one generally has to monitor quite precisely a large number of stars to find
those few that have this fortuitous alignment. A great breakthrough for this came
from the Kepler satellite mission, named after the famous scientist who discovered
the laws of planetary motion. Its prime mission was to monitor simultaneously the
brightness of about 150 000 stars for several years, with a cadence of 30 minutes



• Transit Method
- This method simply looks for the slight dimming of the star’s apparent brightness 

whenever a planet “transits” in front of it.
- Instead of elaborate spectroscopic measurement of the slight Doppler shift, this 

merely requires precise photometric measurements of changes in the star’s total 
apparent brightness. (This is analogous to eclipsing binaries)

- The fractional drop in the star’s brightness will be
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Figure 25.2 Left: Illustration of the radial-velocity method, showing how the orbit of a planet P
causes a wobble of its star S; as the star alternatively moves toward or away from the observer
(here to the left), this leads to small blueward or redward Doppler shifts of spectral lines in the
star’s spectrum. Note, the dashed lines here represent the original, rest wavelength positions of
the spectral lines. Right: Illustration of the transit method, showing how the light from a star
slightly dims when the dark planet goes in front of the star; the net effect is stronger for a
cooler, smaller red-dwarf star (spectral type M) than for a solar-type G dwarf with higher
temperature and larger radius.

The minimum size of planet that can be detected depends mainly on how pre-
cisely one can measure the stellar brightness. For ground-based telescopes, the main
source of noise comes from distortions and variations from the Earth’s atmosphere.
The minimum planet-to-star size ratio scales with the square root of that noise. For
example, a typical noise level of 1 percent allows one to detect a Jupiter-size planet,
with Rp/R! " 0.1. That is readily achieved even with ground-based telescopes.

But detecting smaller, rocky planets such as Earth, which have Rp/R! " 0.01,
requires a factor 1/100 lower noise, i.e., about 0.01 percent. This generally requires
telescopes in space.

Another factor for the transit method is that it works only for planets whose orbital
planes are near our line of sight. For a planet of radius r at a distance d from a star
with radius R, the angle ! that the line of sight makes to the planet’s orbital plane
must be within
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The latter equalities show that detecting a transit of an Earth-size planet around a
solar-type star, the alignment must be within an angle ±0.27 degree. Over the full
angle range from zero to 90 degrees, the associated probability of finding such Earth-
like planet is only Pe = 0.27/90 " 0.003, or only 3 in every 1000.

Thus one generally has to monitor quite precisely a large number of stars to find
those few that have this fortuitous alignment. A great breakthrough for this came
from the Kepler satellite mission, named after the famous scientist who discovered
the laws of planetary motion. Its prime mission was to monitor simultaneously the
brightness of about 150 000 stars for several years, with a cadence of 30 minutes



• Microlensing Method
- Microlensing is a form of gravitational lensing in which the light from a background 

source is bent by the gravitational field of a foreground lens to create distorted, 
multiple and/or brightened images.
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[planetary.org]

The lensing star (white) moves in front of the source 
star (yellow) magnifying its image and creating a 
microlensing event.
In the second image (from left), the planet adds its 
own microlensing effect, creating the two 
characteristic spikes in the light curve.

http://planetary.org


Homework (due date: 10/07)
Problem 1 - Virial Theorem
Consider a spherical cloud with a total mass M and a radius R. Assume that 
the cloud has a radial  density profile of   . The gravitational 
potential energy can be expressed as follows:

(a)For the above equation to be satisfied, what is the condition for   ?
(b)Express    in terms of   .
(c) What is the virial mass? Express the mass in terms of the cloud radius R. 

ρ = ρ0(r/R)−β

U = − α
GM2

R

β
α β
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